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Unit 4

Book Title
Selected Tier 

II Words
Kid Friendly Definition

Related 

Words

Spanish 

Cognates

Additional Tier II 

Words

furious very mad

announced tell others something publically

requirement something you have to do

scene the setting and all that is in it

beyond outside of an area

inspired
to make someone want to work hard or create 

something

composed to write a song, piece of music, story or a poem

talent
to be very good at something like sports, 

singing, drawing, acting…

rehearsing
practicing something before you have to 

perform it

roamed to walk around without having a place to go
wander

strolling a relaxed slow walk

trespassing to go into a place or space you are not allowed

Duck for 

President  (Doreen Cronin 

and Betsy Lewin)

grind

protested

demanded

local

Family Pictures  (Carmen 

Lomez Garza) (E)

border

recognize

tender

shelter

debt

respected

future

John Philip Sousa: Getting 

to Know the World’s 

Greatest Composers (Mike 

Venezia) 

thrilling

unfamiliar

imagine

expensive

entertainer

announce

dull

This Land is Your Land 

(Woody Guthrie and Kathy 

Jakobsen)

sparkling

chanting
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symbol
a picture or object that makes people think of a 

country, or group of people

celebrate
to make something special with gifts, parties, or 

activities

freedom having the power to make your own choices

refused
when you tell someone you will not do 

something; saying no

custom

something a group of people do every year like 

celebrating a holiday; a way of acting that is 

special to a group of people

gather to come together

Independence Day  (Rookie 

Read-About Holiday Series) 

(David F. Marx)

celebrate

attend

popular

The Liberty Bell (Welcome 

Books) (Lloyd G. Douglas)
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